THE PATTERN OF ECONOMIC POLICIES
IN LDCS: A PUBLIC CHOICE EXPLANATION

Daniel Landau

in nates 1~3oö). L)eepak Lal (1~Th()uses a new political economy
approach to analyze economic liberalization in LDCs that have
reached debt and similar crises. Lal (1987, p. 276) contrasts the public
choice approach with the traditional analysis of economic policy in
the LDCs:
Most of the existing literature. is based on the economist’s tradi. ~.

market impiies an excess nemanu in one or more otner marKets. we
can analyze the common component of all the RAMMO policies in
terms of the excess demand they create (Figure 1). The excess
demand of AB can be thought of as caused by a price ceiling of P ,
1
which keeps the legal price below the equilibrium price of P,, At P ,
1
adcf
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controlling access to a significant snare ot c’~.since government
officials control access, they stand to benefit from RAMMO policies.
The good or service in excess demand can be sold for its opportunity
cost plus the rents that accrue to the ruling elite in LDCs. These rents
can take the form of direct payments, such as bribes, to government
officials or indirect payments, such as political support. The govern-

lea mm to conchuche:

The essential business of a state Minister is not to make policy. It is
to modify the application ofrules and regulations on a particularistic
basis, in return for money and/or loyalty. The telephone is his essential instrument, for his orders modifying the application of general
rules are only rarely written.

the military will vary between countries and over time. Fotential
supporters of the government can be divided into two groups: (1) the
general public, including firms not benefiting from RAMMO-created
rents and (2) beneficiaries from RAMMO-created rents, including
private individuals, firms, elected government officials, and
bureaucrats.

communist LliUs on a scale 01 U tO i, witn i oeing uemocranc witn
contested multiparty elections, free press, and at least one change of
the party in power, and with 0 being no period of democratic elections and a controlled press. Of the 102 countries, 54 ranked 0, 21
ranked 1, 18 ranked 2, and only 9 ranked 3~2The high cost of information resulting from illiteracy and the weak access to news media are

awarding government favours, such as import licensing, immigration quotas, pioneer status, allocation of land and houses. Corruption in these spheres has poisoned Nigeria’s public life and turned
politics into such a money making business that the politician in
power will do anything to prevent himself from being displaced.
The idea of the public corporation—body of independent persons who will look after the public interest without political

est-group leaders—has been especially marked with the labor
unions, but it has also occurred with the business associations.
Finally reinforcing its dominance, the government has available
policy instruments which give it decisive power over the fate of
many industrial enterprises.. . Apart from the government’s sheer
quantitative importance in the economy, it has the two strategic
.
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time so that not all LDCs have followed
policies like those described here; some LDCs may have followed
policies like these in the past, but no longer do so; and the whole set
listed is only representative and is not the precise actual policies
followed by any particular country.
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ers of goods or services targeted for export promotion. The official
policy can be targeted in terms of specific sectors and subsectors of
the economy in general; the administration of the policy can be
targeted in terms of specific firms. The export subsidy may be available to all exporters of a specific good, but a government bureaucracy
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price controls and the price controls ofindustrial crops sold domestically are directly rent creating for the beneficiary groups, and they
are chosen instead of alternative policies that would produce fewei
rents for the government to sell for political support.
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as lower-level water engineers pay for their positions, which allow
them to collect bribes from villages. Wade (1985, pp. 478—79) wrote:
So also with the sale of water and water protection; there is a fairly
standard amount that vulnerable villages can expect to pay, and on
top ofthat an additional amount that varies with weather conditions.
Usine conservative estimates I calculate that an Assistant Enei-

the economy
~ producer price is substantially
below the Lob, price, not only because the [Marketing] Board
makes a profit, but also because the governments extract both export
duties and a sales tax. Thus in 1964—65 the ratio of the producer
price to the fob. price was as follows: Cocoa 69%, Groundnuts
64%, Seed Cotton 54%, Palm kernels 51%, Palm oil 50%. Clearly

carrying

the governments have had their hands on the throat of the goose

groups of industrial workers. Subsidized inputs to industry produce
the same types of rents as subsidized inputs to other sectors.
There is a wealth ofliterature about the pros and cons ofprotection
of industry from import competition. But most interesting from this
paper’s perspective is not the perceived, potential, or actual results
of protecting domestic industry from import competition, but rather

the costs and who receives the benefits—is necessary if decision
makers are to be accountable for their actions.
A good example is Pemex, the Mexican Government Oil monopoly.
Roger Hanson (1971, p. 125) described the profits to government
officials in the following terms:
The nationalization of the oil industry in Mexico has proved highly

basic needs to the poor.
Providing goods and services below cost, however, creates an
excess demand no matter how basic the need for them. This raises
the question, who will get the valuable access to the subsidized
goodies? The officials in charge of i’ationing them can charge the
public directly for their services. John Waterbury (1976,
429),
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otlices are all located in the towns and cities....l’he 4 percent of
the national population residing in Jakarta ... 35 percent of all
private automobiles are registered there, and the citizens ofJakarta
possess 55 percent of all the television sets, 10 to 15 percent of the
radio receivers, and most of the newspapers in Indonesia [in Jackson and Pye 1978, pp. 32—33].
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One ofthe most common and direct uses ofprice ceilings in “development policy” is the provision ofsubsidized credit to various sectors
of the economy, such as agriculture, industry, and exporters. Fixing
interest rates below the market-clearing level creates excess
demands for loans and tends to reduce the supply of savings directly

poiicies may rue argued to nave promoted capital intensity directly.

Capital has been made cheap in numerous ways. Real interest rates
have been held very low and have often been negative. Exchange
rates are widely overvalued while imported machinery is exempted
from import duties. Other tax concessions, such as accelerated
depreciation, favor the use of capital. Government investments
often ignore prices, and the most modern, capital intensive methods

police station will bid for it (there are normal prices for each station,
around which the bidding takes place).
Any department that has
the power to inflict costly fines can raise money in the same way.
Officers ofthe Labor Welfare Department can profit from employers
by agreeing not to enforce the legislation.. In the Forestry
Department, the big money is to be earned by the sale of illicit
“richts” to cut commercial timher~ At the sunerintendent level
.
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of the bureaucracy in India, Wade (1985, p. 482) wrote:
Legislative scrutiny of departments tends to be weak.
[W]hat
matters from the legislators’ point of view is whether they are getting a satisfactory share of what the officials collect, or whether the
officials are being sufficiently favorable to contractors-suppliers on
whom they depend for finance, or to groups of electors whom they
.
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is a different sort of benefit to government from inflation: the ability
to exempt groups in the economy from the adjustments to nominal
prices caused by inflation and thus to create transfers to them. The
most important case is perhaps nominal interest rates set far below
the inflation rate. This procedure has been used to transfer large
sums to farmers—mostly wealthy farmers—in Brazil (Graham 1987).

pressures wnicn tney reel to ruinii tnem. r or toese reasons anu Tor
selfish ones that are far more universal, state organizations in Africa
are extensively used to pursue informal, personal goals of their
managers rather than the collective ones that are formally

proclaimed.
It follows that the functioning of parastatal enterprises will not be

this contention is frequently taken at face value by outside observers.
Economic theory, however, offers a different explanation—one
based on the assumption that self-interest is more important than
beliefs. Ronald Findlay (1988, p. 87) put the point as follows:
How is the “import-substitution syndrome” to be accounted for?
One approach in line with Keynes’s famous quote, is to stress the

Second, there frequently ai-e remarkable similarities between economic policies of left wing or right wing regimes, such as Indonesia
under Suharto and Mexico, or Egypt and Morocco. The paper’s analysis clarifies why these similarities would be the case: People in
government are motivated by self-interest regardless of their
philosophy.
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Although Schwartz blames the debt problems on the LDC governments, she does not link the self-interest of these governments with
rent-creating policies. Rather, she implies that the LDCs’ long-run
interest would be economically more efficient policies and that officials fear only the transition. Yet, as the quotes from Hanson (1971),
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